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Flower
Power
By Diane Woodall

JAWBREAKERS
By Diane Woodall

T

hese big, happy flower beads are perfect for summer. I named them jawbreakers because of
their size and bright, colors (but don’t try eating one). When making these beads, use the boldest, brightest colors you have available to you.

For these beads I prefer to use Bullseye glass because of its stiffness. It is 90 COE and holds its shape
better than softer glass, leaving crisp details in the leaves and petals. If you don’t have Bullseye, you
can make these beads with any glass you have in your studio. The technique is the same and you will
get wonderful results regardless of the glass you use. Be aware that you may have to go back and
touch up some of the details if you use 104 COE glass. NOTE: a good source for Bullseye is Howaco
Glass, where you can buy it by the rod.
To attain the initial spherical shape, I use a ¾-inch graphite marble/bead marver that I bought from
about a hundred years ago, but CG Beadrollers also makes a graphite marver that will produce a bead
this size (model BR-30, Large Rounds). You don’t need a marver like mine to make the base bead.
The base bead does not even have to be round. Just use your imagination! As floral beads go, this is
a fairly simple and straightforward design and is one you can make with basic tools and intermediate
lampworking skills. Use my basic instructions as a jumping off point for more elaborate and complex
designs.
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Tool and Supplies:
Shaping tool
Graphite marble/bead mold (3/4-inch)
Tweezers
Poker
Razor tool
Old mandrel
Glass rods (all colors listed are Bullseye glass) Turquoise Blue Opal, transparent Gold
Purple, Spring Green Opal, transparent Spring Green
Thick stringers (3mm – 4mm) Neo-Lavender Shift Opal and Pumpkin Orange Opal
Thin stringer (1mm – 2mm) Stiff Black

The Vine Cane:
Before making the flower bead, you need some leaf and vine cane.
Step 1: To create the leaf and vine cane, wind a gather of Spring
Green Opal onto the end of a mandrel, without bead release. Marver
it into a cylinder. The gather is about the size of a large olive. The
gather extends out from the end of the mandrel about half way.
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Step 2: Pressing firmly, make strokes of black or stiff black stringer around the gather, parallel to the mandrel. I made about six thin
stripes. Melt in the stripes.
Step 3: Heat the base of the gather near the mandrel, pushing it
down so that it is anchored to the mandrel. This will make encasing
the gather easier and will assure that the cane pulls evenly.
Step 4: Encase the gather with transparent Spring Green and melt
until smooth. I often encase vine cane with clear, but in this case
I like the way these two greens work together to produce a bright,
lively cane.
Step 5: Melt the encasing layer and let the gather cool a bit before
you begin pulling the cane.
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Step 6: For the leaf cane, heat
the end of the gather and pull
straight and slow. Do not twist.
The cane should be about 3mm
in diameter (about the size of
commercial stringer). Make one
pull and then burn it off in the
flame. Nip the end of the gather, if
necessary, to prepare it for heating and pulling the next length of
leaf cane.
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Pull several feet of thin vine cane
from the remaining gather, twisting it or pulling straight to suit
your personal taste. This will be
much thinner than the leaf cane.
When you have finished pulling
all of the cane, plunge the mandrel into water and the remaining
glass will break off so you can
use the same mandrel to pull
more cane whenever you run out.

The Flower Bead:
Step 1: With the base bead color
(I used Turquoise Blue Opal),
wind on a gather slightly narrower than the opening of the
marble/bead marver and build it
up until it is the size of the cavity.
This is easiest to do if you add
a bit at a time and test it in the
cavity until you have the correct
mass of glass.
Step 2: Marver the gather, turning it in the cavity until it forms a
sphere. The ends of these beads
may not be puckered, but they
should be flat, with no sharp edges. NOTE: If you do not have a
graphite marver like this, you can
shape the base bead into any
shape you desire.
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Step 3: Once the base bead is shaped, give it a thorough heating
while maintaining the shape. With the vine cane, add a meandering
pattern around the bead. After adding the flowers and leaves, not
much of the vine cane will show, but it does add a nice touch.
Step 4: Melt in the vine cane gently. Do not distort the shape of the
base bead. The objective is to add all of the surface elements while
keeping the base bead stiff, but at the same time keeping the bead
warm enough to ensure that it doesn’t crack.
3
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Step 5: Now it is time to add the flowers. For a bead this size, I typically add four five-petal flowers. Start by placing four very tiny dots
evenly around the bead using a thick stringer of Neo-Lavender Shift
Opal, placing them so that they aren’t all along the equator of the
bead. These will be the center points of the flowers and will help to
guide you as you place the petals.
Step 6: To make the petals, place five dots in a ring, evenly spaced
around the tiny center dot, not touching each other. If your dots are
slightly out of alignment, don’t worry. You can adjust them by nudging them to a new position, and you will also be able to adjust them
as you move through the steps to come. Nature isn’t perfect either!
Isn’t this fun?
Step 7: Gently melt the dots until they are slightly raised. Do not
melt them flat. If you are using only one color for the dots and not
adding transparent on top, adding another dot on top of each dot will
help to fill out the petals and give them more of a 3-D appearance.
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Step 8: To make the petals with two colors, add transparent Gold
Purple dots on top of the first layer of dots. It isn’t important for the
base dot to be completely covered. Sometimes I add the transparent
color only to the outer tips of the petals. Other times I place a small
dot in the very middle of the petal so that when it melts in there is a
border around the petal. This style looks good no matter whether the
entire petal is covered or not.
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Step 9: Using gentle heat, melt the petals until they are flattened,
but still slightly raised. Don’t worry if the petals run together. We will
address that later.
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Step 10: Using the tip of a razor tool or poker, pull each petal
toward the center. I do this step as a way to ensure that the center
of my flower is where I want it to be and to give the flowers a more
beautiful shape. To do this, just direct heat at the inner edge of each
petal, grab it with the very tip of the poker or razor tool and nudge
it toward the center. This is an important step. If you don’t do this
and simply move to the next step your petals may not move down
into the center of the flower like you want them to, and the shape of
the flower will not be as pleasing.
Steps 11a and 11b: Aim heat at the center of each flower, one at
a time, and plunge the centers with a poker, pushing straight down
toward the mandrel. Step 11a shows what the flower should look like
after it is plunged. Don’t heat it to remove the indentation. Leave it
there. Remember to give your bead some heat after each step.
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Step 12: Now it is time to define the petals. Heat the area between
each petal (a one second blast of heat is all it takes), and press a
crease using a razor tool. This step helps to separate the petals and
creates the 3-D appearance of the flower.
Step 13: After all of the flower
petals have been separated,
use the same technique to press
a crease down the center of
each flower, this time aiming a
one-second blast of heat at the
center of each petal.
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Step 14: Add a small dot of
Pumpkin Orange Opal to the
center of each flower and melt
11b slightly.
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Step 15: Now it is time to add the leaves. Leaves like this are easy
and fun to make. Using the leaf cane, heat a small ball on the end,
touch the ball to the bead, press down and swipe on the leaf, pulling
up and flame cutting the glass once the leaf is complete. Apply firm
pressure as you swipe on the leaf. This will help the leaf to adhere
and will also make it easier to achieve a pointed end to the leaf. This
may take a bit of practice, but once you get the hang of it, you will
want to put leaves on everything!
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Step 16: This step is optional, but if you want to make the leaves
more detailed, give each one a little heat and press a crease into
the center.
Step 17: When you heat and crease the leaves, you will lose the
pointed ends. To redefine them, just apply a tiny bit of heat to the
tip of each leaf, and pull with the pointed end of a leaf cane. Pull
quickly. For some reason, the crease in the leaves makes it easy to
pull them into points later. Go figure!
Step 18: Now give your flower power jawbreaker some heat and
pop it in the kiln - then make some more. You know you want to!
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